SC ELDERCOLLEGE PROGRAM FALL 2021
1. Geology of Thormanby Island

The Thormanby Islands were volcanically formed south of the equator
252 - 210 million years ago and were much later surrounded by the
Quadra Sands before the last ice age, 25 000 years ago. Geologist Peter
Hews will guide us through the “hands on history” of the volcanic
bedrock and tectonic collisions evident today.
This course has a four-hour field trip that includes riding in a boat from
Secret Cove to Thormanby Island. Those registering for the course must
be fully vaccinated against COVID 19; please be prepared to provide
proof of vaccination at the first session.
Presenter: Peter Hews
Three Wednesdays, Aug. 25, Sept. 1 and 8.
August 25th and September 8th are classroom sessions and will run from
2-4 PM. September 1st is a field trip from 11 AM to 3 PM. Meet at the
Buccaneer Marina at Secret Cove. (Venue: Aug.25 and Sept.8 – St.
Hilda’s Gathering Room
Cost - $35 plus an additional fee for the Field Trip on September 1st. The
additional fee of $80 will be collected at the first session on August 25th.
Payment can be made by cheque made out to the Sunshine Coast
ElderCollege Society, or in cash.
Max/Min 10
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2. Plant Based Nutrition

With health care on all of our minds and concerns about climate change
becoming increasingly urgent, learning how to eat a diet of whole plant
foods is more important than ever. This is an evidence-based course.
Over the 4 sessions, we will look at the impact of our diet on the
environment, the optimal diet for human physiology, how to cut the risk
of developing (and even reversing) common chronic diseases such as
obesity, diabetes, heart disease and autoimmune issues; and how to
thrive on a plant-based diet. Using a PowerPoint presentation format,
questions and discussion will be encouraged throughout.
Four Fridays – Sept. 10, 17, 24 and Oct. 1

10 am – Noon

Presenters – Deborah and Gerry Pageau

Venue: On Zoom
Min/Max 10/25
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3. Capture your Memories on iPhone

The best camera is the one that’s always with you, and today’s iPhones
are capable of producing high quality images. Unfortunately, this often
leads to taking endless photos, which clutters up storage and gets in the
way of actually enjoying these precious memories. This course covers
the basic skills of composition, light control and hidden features of the
camera. We move on to introduce basic and advanced photo-editing
apps to further enhance your images. But don’t leave these wonderful
memories buried under the clutter. We’ll review various ways of sorting,
filing and creating great slideshows, with accompanying music, allowing
you to re-live these special memories, whenever you want.
Presenter – Jack Pope
Four Wednesdays – Sept. 15, 22, 29 and Oct. 6

1 – 3pm

Venue: Gathering Room – St. Hilda’s Church
Min/Max 10/16
Cost - $35
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4. Welcome to our swiya “POSTPONED to SPRING 2022”
Recent events have forced all of us
to face the fact that reconciliation
with Indigenous Canadians is
necessary. Education and personal
connections are an obvious way to
help achieve reconciliation.
“Welcome to our swiya” provides our
community an opportunity to learn
about our shı́shá lh Nation
neighbours, their history, struggles
and aspirations in a uniquely
Indigenous way. hiwus, known as Calvin Craigan to many of us, is a
shı́shá lh elder, oral knowledge keeper, a hereditary chief of the shı́shá lh
Nation and the youngest Indigenous chief ever elected in Canada. hiwus
will tell us the story of the shı́shá lh people in four storytelling sessions
in the shı́shá lh Nation Longhouse. “In the Beginning” will explain the
history of the shı́shá lh people before contact with Europeans. It will
include the history of hiwus’ family, his family lineage, the history of the
shı́shá lh people, culture, language, and way of successfully governing
and sustaining themselves. “Interference and Interruption” will describe
how, over many decades, settler culture and ways of governing
interrupted and interfered with the shı́shá lh people in very damaging
ways. “Struggle for Independence” will describe the efforts of the
shı́shá lh people for independence leading to becoming the first
Indigenous Nation in Canada to achieve self governance. “Vision for the
Future” will describe the aspirations of the shı́shá lh people to live and
work together with the settler community in ways that will benefit
everyone.
Presenter: hiwus (Calvin Craigan)
Four Saturday afternoons Sept.18 & 25, Oct.9 & 16
POSTPONED to SPRING 2022

2:00 to 4:00 pm.

Prior to the first session, please review the introductory video at
https://vimeo.com/554919689
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Film made by Digi Majou aka Joah Lui, Produced by Deer Crossing the
Art Farm, with funding from Canada Council of the Arts and BC Arts
Council.
Venue: shı́shá lh First Nation Longhouse if health guidelines allow.
(Note: that the Longhouse seating is hard, and you may wish to bring
a cushion.) Three sides of the Longhouse can be opened up making it
essentially an outdoor space. Dress accordingly.
Min/max - 50/200
Welcome

Cost – Free. Open to Everyone - All Ages

Donations will be gratefully accepted at the final session. Funds
collected will be used to defray direct costs, with all remaining funds
donated to a charity chosen by “syiyaya Reconciliation Movement”.
EdlerCollege wishes to thank the “syiyaya Reconciliation Movement” for
co-sponsoring this event and the shı́shá lh Nation for inviting the
community to their Longhouse to listen and learn.
This event will follow all BC Government and shı́shá lh Nation Health
Orders and Guidelines. We highly recommend that masks be worn in
the indoor space. Note that the Longhouse will be open to outdoors on
three sides during the presentation.
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5. Hot Topics

For those tuned into the big issues of our times, this is a great chance to
get involved in lively, thoughtful, and respectful discussions. A wide
range of current topics and philosophical questions are explored in the
comfort of a small group. Participants will be invited to research topics,
make presentations, listen, and take part in moderated discussions. One
topic will be prepared ahead of time, and the group will select the rest.
Participants are encouraged to provide material from a variety of online
sources, magazines, and other media. Opinions, thoughts, and novel
insights are always welcomed.
Six Mondays – Sept. 20, 27, Oct. 4, 18, 25 and Nov. 1.
(No Class October 11- Thanksgiving)

10 – Noon

Moderators: Karen Bell and Pat Hausberg
Venue: Gathering Room – St. Hilda’s Church
Min/Max 10/15
Cost - $35
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6. Social Robots for Brain Health

Empowering older adults to live well and to enjoy independence in
everyday activities can include complementing human care with robotic
technologies such as social robots. Social robots are robots designed
with a goal of supporting human users through social interaction.
Social robots come in various shapes and sizes. Dr. Jill Dosso, PhD,
Neuroscience, UBC, will present online via Zoom the current state of
these technologies, along with ongoing and future research in the field
of robotics and aging. Participants will “meet” several social robots
through videos, demonstrations, discuss benefits, potential ethical
issues and be invited to participate in ongoing UBC research (optional).
Date - One Tuesday - Sept 21/21

10:00am – Noon

Presenter: Dr. Jill Dosso, PhD.
Venue: On Zoom

Class size: 30
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7. Introduction to Regional Districts
A Highly Opinionated Introduction to Regional Districts with Diverse
Digressions into the Nature of Grassroots Democracy, Rural Idiosyncrasies,
and the Property Tax Apocalypse.

Regional districts are a type of local government unique to BC. Academics
and policy wonks consider them a triumph of flexible service delivery. Those
who are elected to them, live in them, or work for them may have a
different point of view as we struggle to navigate the storms of the 2020s in
a vessel that hasn't been updated since the 1960s.
Presenter – Donna McMahon, Area E Director, Sunshine Coast Regional
District
Four Tuesdays, September 28, October 5, 12, 19
Venue: On Zoom
Min/Max – 15/50

2 – 4 pm

Cost - $35
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8. Adventures in Travel

Another opportunity to participate in this very popular travel course!
As in previous sessions, this year we are again fortunate to have four
very different and interesting presentations. We will travel from below
sea level (The Dead Sea) to the heights of Nepal, and from ancient
pathways in Europe to the tropical and troubled country of Myanmar.
1. Sept.30 - Elaine Futterman and Mike Allegretti – A walking odyssey
through the Dolpo region of Nepal, the home of the snow leopard and
living Tibetan Buddhist culture.
2. Oct. 7 - Gillian and Ron Kydd – Walking through history in Tuscany
and the Dordogne area of France.
3. Oct. 14 - Sheila Carlson – Uncovering some Egyptian wonders and
many surprises of Jordan.
4. Oct. 21 - Rhian Piprell - Myanmar – Another World
Four Thursdays – Sept. 30 and Oct. 7, 14, 21
Venue: The Hall – St. Hilda’s Church
Min/max
15/40
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9. Ecology of the Salish Sea

The shorelines, estuaries, open seas and deep ocean trenches of BC and
Washington State were once of the most productive marine ecosystems
in the world. The area has always been the home of Coast Salish people
and, in recognition of this, the region is now officially called the Salish
Sea. Sadly, in common with many other coastal waters, the pressure
from human population, pollution, climate change, ocean acidification
and increasing ‘progress is taking a severe toll on this precious
ecosystem.
In this class we will learn about local initiatives underway to monitor
and better understand some of the impacts and what can be done to
address them. We will meet local “Citizen Scientists” who
are assisting researchers in important studies focusing on a range of
different topics, such as forage fish habitat and abundance, salmon
escapement, changes in kelp forest distribution and pinniped
population density. It will be presented by the PODS Team including Dr.
Michael Jackson, Dr. John Field, Jennifer Blancard BSc and a number of
guest speakers still to be announced. It is anticipated that the class will
be held at the Iris and Billy Griffith Nature Center in Pender Harbour. In
the event that this is not possible then it will be held over Zoom.
Facilitator Michael Bradley
Four Wednesdays – Oct.13, 20, 27 and Nov 3
2 - 4pm.
Venue: The Iris and Billy Griffith Nature Center – Madiera Park
Class size 20-40
Cost - $35
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10. Artists in the Studio

Participants will virtually engage in art appreciation, learning and creative
activities provided by four local Sunshine Coast artists: a painter, carver,
digital artist, and quilter. The painter and carver will showcase and
demonstrate how they create their art. The quilter and a digital artist will
guide us through how to create art of our own. You, too, can be the artist in
the studio if you wish! In the quilting session you will learn basic stitching
techniques to create a hand sewn mug rug. In the creating digital art
session participants will learn how to use free digital art applications to
create basic drawings. Nourish your inner artist and join us. No previous
experience required. Participants require:
1 A digital device (computer, tablet, iPad) with Internet
2 Optional art supplies: For Quilting session, a mug rug quilt kit is
available for $5.00. For the Digital Art session, a list of free drawing
and painting applications will be provided.
Four Fridays - Oct 15, 22, 29 and Nov 5
Venue: On Zoom
Max enrollment: 25
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11. Shakespeare – Contemporaries and Conspiracies

In this time of conspiracy theories, we will debunk one that got its start
in the 19th century - the claim that Shakespeare didn't write any of his
plays but was an uneducated frontman for a variety of secret authors.
We'll look into how these ideas came about and why they became so
popular. The real Shakespeare is well documented, but myths about him
still abound.
Presenter – Viveca Ohm
Four Tuesdays, Oct. 26, Nov. 2, 9, 16

10 am- Noon

Venue: The Hall – St. Hilda’s Church
Min/Max – 15/40
Cost – $35
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12. Solar Energy

First, we look at the global context to understand why we need to move
to renewable energy. Next, we look at currently available renewables as
well as what is coming soon. We then drill down to options which are
well suited to the Sunshine Coast. Discover the benefits of installing a
solar system, how to evaluate the different types of equipment and
decide what works best for you. You will learn how to assess your site
potential and calculate the investment payback.
Presenter: Gerry Pageau.
Three Thursdays - Oct 28, Nov. 4, 18
No class on Remembrance Day, Nov. 11
Venue: TBA (tentatively at SSAC)
Min/Max 10/25
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13. Do Not Fall for Fraud

Many members of the public today recognize that it’s not a matter of IF,
but rather WHEN they will be victimized by fraud. In 2020, 70,000+
Canadians reported fraud with 42,132 actually victimized and 104.4
million dollars lost. Investigations can face many legal, technical and
geopolitical challenges. Participants will learn how to recognize a scam
before it’s too late, how to protect yourself and how to report a fraud.
The course will be focused on the common types of frauds most
reported on the Sunshine Coast: extortion, CRA phone scams,
ransomware, identity theft and the Covid frauds.
Staff Sergeant Poppy Hallam has been a police officer for over 20 years
and has taken fraud-specific training and investigated many frauds over
the years. S/Sgt. Hallam enjoys interactive learning and will provide
much time for questions and answers and allow the class to guide the
discussions.
Presenters: TBA
Three Mondays - Nov. 8, 15, and 22
Venue: The Hall – St. Hilda’s Church
Min/Max 15/40
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14. The Secret World of the Microscope

The world is filled with interesting sights that are unseen to the naked
eye. This course will introduce “Microscopy” – both as a tool for
scientific exploration or as a hobby.
We will cover the origins of the microscope and its role in deepening our
understanding of the natural world. We will learn how to prepare our
own specimens and explore the invisible world hidden in our cells or in
a drop of water. We will explain how to choose and use a microscope for
home use or for grandchildren to enjoy.
Class sized will be limited and each participant will have access to a
dedicated microscope for use in the practical parts of the class.
Instruments will not be shared.
This course will introduce us to The Secret World of the Microscope!
Presenter: Michael Bradley
Four Wednesdays – Nov. 17, 24, 31 and Dec. 8,
Fridays – Nov. 19, 26, Dec. 3 and 10, 2 – 4 pm
Venue: Capilano University Sechelt Campus
Min/Max 8/10
Cost - $35
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